We all rely on many visual cues and informal interactions to interpret the world around us. When those visual cues are largely absent—like when we are working remotely—it’s easy for things to go off the tracks.

There are 6 main challenges to making remote teams work:

1. Lack of clarity about the work
2. Disconnected and/or duplicate work
3. Lack of relationship-building
4. Misunderstandings and unresolved conflicts
5. Isolation and loneliness
6. Managing competing work and personal priorities

1. Lack of clarity about the work

When we see each other regularly, we can always clarify things along the way. That means we aren’t always careful to be clear and specific when assigning work to someone else, or when receiving it. When working remotely, these opportunities to check in are less available. Sometimes we can make incorrect assumptions when we don’t clarify things and end up solving the wrong problem or taking an approach that is not the best.

Consider these actions:
- Set clear expectations that:
  - Engage others in meaningful Why-What-How conversations
  - Establish timelines and describe what success looks like
  - Check your audience’s understanding to make sure they are ready and willing to act

2. Disconnected and/or duplicate work

Remote work often leads to “transacting” with other people—we only talk with them when we need something from them. This kind of transactional relationship can ignore the opportunity to learn more about the other person and appreciate them for who they are.

Consider these actions:
- Establish a daily, 15-minute team check-in call to assure no duplication of effort or disconnects exist.

3. Lack of relationship-building

Remote work is fraught with the opportunity for these. When we are relying on emails, texts, and phone calls, we can easily misinterpret the intent behind others’ comments, silences, etc. Often, this can escalate in undesirable ways.

Consider these actions:
- For every topic on the agenda, ask what is working and not working. Do the ‘not working’ portion from the perspective of “This could work even better if we…”

4. Misunderstandings and unresolved conflicts

Remote work is fraught with the opportunity for these. When we are relying on emails, texts, and phone calls, we can easily misinterpret the intent behind others’ comments, silences, etc. Often, this can escalate in undesirable ways.

Consider these actions:
- Institute “hallway chats” or water cooler conversations using texts, jabber, or other online tools.
- Reach out after meetings to people who weren’t as engaged or as talkative as normal.

5. Isolation and loneliness

Those of us who are used to working in an office environment aren’t even aware of the social needs that are being met in our daily office lives. When those are absent, we can quickly begin to feel isolated and alone. Perhaps we even feel unappreciated and undervalued for anything except the work products we deliver.

Consider these actions:
- Establish meeting conventions, such as when meetings can be held (no lunch meetings, since we all have to make our own); no virtual meetings longer than two hours, with a 10-minute break between hours; at least one hour period each morning and afternoon when no meetings can be held; and no meetings after 5 p.m.

6. Managing competing work and personal priorities

Managing competing work and personal priorities
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